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Mexico: 'Back to an
industrial society'
by Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.

The following statement was released September 5, 1982.

ident's "State of the Nation" address, the1 nform e. All but a
few were taken by surprise as the President began his three

The most brilliant blow in defense of industrial capitalism

hour address-an address often interrupted by joyous dem

was struck this past week, by aid of the nationalization of the

onstrations of patriotic fervor in the aisles, by parliamentar

private banking system of the Republic of Mexico.Mexico's

ians and invited guests-most of them-alike.

President Jose Lopez Portillo executed what some view as a

The first hint which the outgoing president of the Bank of

virtual legal coup d'etat, with a strategic brilliance which

Mexico, Miguel Mancera, had of the moves was during the

would have brought favorable comment from the great Doug

minutes just before the address. He was told he would not be

las MacArthur. President Ronald Reagan and a very small

included in the official photograph of the cabinet.

circle around him were forewarned, but the actions were one

As the private bankers heard that their banks had been

of the best "conspiracies" organized by any government

nationalized, the President dramatically glanced at his watch,

during the past thirty-five years.
In New York, London, and Zurich, the gossips of the

to announce that the decrees had already been published as
laws. It was an accomplished fact: the military were already

international financial community very suddenly ceased their

occupying the banks' premises, ensuring that no records were

efforts to ridicule the President of Mexico. So far, in the

removed or destroyed.

U.S.A., these events in Mexico have been President Rea

Naturally, the nationalization of the private banks is the

gan's finest hours in office so far.Although the cult-followers

measure which enjoys the greatest public attention at the

of Professor Milton Friedman and the Buckleyites will now

moment; it is the most dramatic feature of the actions, but

do everything in their power to turn the President against

not the most important in the longer term. The important

Mexico's actions, President Reagan acted as a true, loyal

thing, is that all of Mexico's resources will now be concen

friend of his trusted acquaintance Lopez Portillo. Whether

trated to build up the levels of productive employment in

President Reagan fully agrees with all of Mexico's measures

agriculture, industry and infrastructure: tourism and other

is not yet determined, one way or the other. What is clear is

waste will be throttled down, speculative parasitism crushed,

that President Reagan acted on the stated basis of his policy

and a development policy in the footsteps of U.S. Treasury

of support for the sovereignty and the stability of the Republic

Secretary Alexander Hamilton and President George Wash

of Mexico.The U.S.President must be honored and respect

ington will be energetically pursued.

ed for that.

True, the majority of the meaS\lres taken coincide exactly

Overnight, the military forces of Mexico were posi

with recommendations which this writer has made recently

tioned, in preparation for the actions they would take at

to every government and other leading circles in Ibero-Amer

noontime, the following day, at the hour the presidential

ica. Therefore, this writer does understand these measures

decrees became law.

better than any individual outside leading circles of lbero

All the leading public and private circles of Mexico gath

American government themselves.However, this writer was

ered, together with the national legislature, to hear the Pres-

neither forewarned of Mexico's actions, nor in any way part
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of a conspiracy with the U.S. and Thero-American govern�
mental circles directly involved in negotiating preparations

nations.
We must shut down excessive growth of non-essential
"labor-intensive services," excessive growth in consumer

for these actions.
That qualification made, this writer is at the moment, the

luxury-goods traffic, and must crush out of existence the

world's leading authority on the practical implementation of

parasitism of capital gains from ground-rent appreciations

measures being taken in Mexico and other nations. This

and usury.

writer's duty in the matter is to advise his own government,

Only Hamiltonian methods of national banking and cred

and to inform others generally of the practical consequences

it-policies--the methods used for the successful industriali

toward which the Mexico actions are now leading.
Governments and financial circles of the world, should

zation of Lazare Carnot's France, the U.S.A., Germany,
Northern Italy, and Japan, can lead the world out of the

pay very close attention to what this writer now has to report

present general depression. "Back to Leibniz, Hamilton, and

on those matters--at least, those governmental and financier

List!" is the war-cry of nations seeking to escape the worst

circles which are not fanatical dupes of the Von Hayek cult,

depression since the middle of the fourteenth century in

or simply too stupid to understand the presently impending

Europe.
The Mexican government's actions in nationalizing the

global financial collapse.
First, we shall deal with the somewhat diverting issue of

Banco de Mexico is the first in a series of planned such

the nationalization of the private banks of Mexico. Our minds

actions, which must occur quickly in numerous other nations,

cleared of that point of distraction, we are better situated to

including an emergency act of the U.S. Congress "federal

concentrate upon the more essential points of the matter.

izing" the Federal Reserve system.

Why the banks were nationalized

motivated by special considerations. As President L6pez Por

The actions against the private banks of Mexico were
Two distinct, but interconnected acts of bank-nationali
zation were enacted as Mexican law.

tillo reported, these banks have been the vehicles for organ
izing minimally about

The first was the nationalization of the central bank, the

$54 billion of capital-flight from the

Mexican economy, chiefly in complicity with banks in Hous

Banco de Mexico. This action this writer had explicitly rec

ton, Texas, New York City, Switzerland, and other money

ommended, as an indispensable measure for bringing Mexi

market centers. About

co's currency, credit and debt Wider control.

form of imminent cash outflow, chiefly to complete payment

20 billion on this account was in the

If the world is to escape the present new depression, we

on real-estate and other speculative purchases by Mexican

require a mass of low-interest medium-term and long-term

nationals in the U.S.A. and other locations. Other forms of

credit-issuance, but must ensure that this credit-issuance does

previously unreported indebtedness remain to be fully uncov

not unleash an inflationary explosion. This can not be done

ered by government investigations, and could bring this total

unless British-style national banking is replaced by Ameri

substantially higher.

can-style national banking. It must be national banking mod

This organization of flight-capital from Mexico is the sole

the United States,

cause for the recent devaluations of the peso, and represents

and on the Second Bank of the United States, formerly head

the trigger for potential collapse of the entire world's financial

eled on Alexander Hamilton's First Bank of
ed by Philadelphia's Nicholas Biddle.

In brief, the "Keynesian multiplier" must be shut down

structure. This running ulcer had to be stopped immediately,
or a collapse of the Mexican foreign debt (totalling, actually,

$96 billion) would trigger a collapse of the banking

entirely, and the issuance of credit in excess of savings must

about

be limited to issues of gold-reserve-denominated govern

system of the U.S.A., a collapse which would bring down

mental treasury notes. These notes must be issued as invest

the financial structure of the entire world.

ment-participating investments in agriculture, industry and

This act of nationalization was forced upon the govern

basic economic infrastructure, both in domestic economies

ment of Mex"ico by, chiefly, two problems. First, the forces

and in world trade.

inside Mexico complicit in this treasonous practice have been

It is essential that credit-importing nations have highly

brainwashed with the lunatic doctrines of Friedman and Von

disciplined national-banking institutions, to ensure that in

Hayek to the point of unshakeable fanaticism. They have

ternational credit is not misused. Every penny of internation

become such irresponsible fanatics that control over Mexi

al credit and export-earnings must be directed, through dis

co's finances had to be taken peremptorily from their control.

ciplined lending-practices, into only the most essential cate

The second problem is situated easily by asking oneself

gories of investment and related purchases. All must be fo

the question: whence did private interests of Mexico accu

cused on increasing per-hectare yields, increasing the scale

mulate a minimum of

of agricultural output, and increasing productivity in agricul

could approximately

$54 billion of "fligot capital"? How
$ 1,000 per-capita of "flight-capital"

ture, as well as on basic infrastructure and capital-goods

be assembled from the pockets of the people of Mexico?

industries investments. We must increase rapidly the debt

Where did this money come from within Mexico?

service-carrying capacity of heavily-indebted nations, which

It came chiefly from real-estate speculation and usury.

can be done only by increasing levels of world trade and by

The looting of the economy of Mexico through real-estate

increasing per-capita tangible-goods output of developing

speculation and usury, was the principal means for accumu-
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lation of this "flight-capital," and also the chief cause of

Additionally, during his three-hour address, President

domestic inflation of the peso. Every purchase and sale within

L6pez Portillo underscored the fact that measures of repatri

Mexico, every act of production, every productive invest

ation of such flight-capital amounts were to be the first meas

ment, has been taxed massively-to the tune of some $1,000

ure to be taken in establishing a "New World Economic

for every living Mexican man, woman and child, to assemble

Order."

, , flight-capital.'

,

Conversely, it is impossible to stop domestic inflation in

More fundamental measures

Mexico without crushing these speculations in ground-rent

Governments and others should focus their attention upon

and usury. The opening of the books of accounts, with im

the twelve categories of priorities for foreign purchases, es

plications of tax-evasion uncovered, will lead to a collapse
of inflation-rates in that nation.

of exchange-controls. This is the feature of the M�xico pro

Except as similar problems exist within other nations,

Mexico's nationalization of private banks is not a "socialist
precedent."

tablished by Mexican law as part of a comprehensive program

If the Mexican banks had been steering credit

gram on which this writer has earlier been most emphatic in
his recommendations.
These 12 categories tell the story. Mexico has acted to

into investments in improvements of agriculture, industry

transform itself once again into a goods-producing nation,

and infrastructure, no such nationalization need have oc

the first nation to break free of the lunacy of the "post

curred. The $54 billion of flight-capital could have paid off

industrial society" cult-dogma now ruining the U.S.A. and

the entirety of Mexico's foreign debt, as President L6pez

many other nations.

Portillo emphasized. It was an amount seven times greater

than the annual capital investment in Mexico's infrastructure

The economic-theoretical basis for this policy is the
American System of political-economy, the economic sci
ence first established by Gottfried Leibniz and adopted as the

and production prior to the recent crisis.
Where private banks serve the national interest, by pro
moting foreign trade and domestic investment in agricultural,
industrial and infrastructural progress, it would be disruptive
and counterproductive to nationalize them. In such cases, it

kernel of U. S. monetary, credit and economic policy under

President George Washington. It was for this policy, and
against the ''
. free

Company's Adam Smith, that the U.S.A.'s War of Inde

is sufficient to draw them into a well-regulated national

pendence against the British monarchy was fought.

flows to issues of currency as investment-loans to perform

matters. In addition to lengthy, comprehensive planning

producing industry.

governments, bankers, industrialists and others, a number of

banking system, and to encourage them to assist in directing
ance-worthy farmers and industry, especially capital-goods
The problem with the private banks of Mexico-not nec

This writer has recently issued a series of papers on these
documents provided to his friends among Ibero-American
public reports have been provided to circles of patriotic econ

essarily all of Mexico's private industry groups, however

omists, politicians and industrialists in a large number of

is that U.S.A., Swiss, British and other financier circles had

developing nations. These papers detail the economic-theor

brainwashed them into the cult-dogmas of monetarism. As a
result of this corruption, they had become self-degraded into
colonial "compradores" of foreign financier interests, as we
used to describe the British system of semi-colonial rule over
and looting of China: the colonialist "comprador" system.
They had looted their own nation, and its people, to the point
of nearly triggering a general collapse of the world's financial
structure, through their combined Hayek-like fanaticism and
anti-patriotic personal greed.
President L6pez Portillo has asked the government of the
U.S. to assist in repatriating this" flight capital

etical and practical measures to be taken.

Although these reports are consistent with recommenda
tions for general monetary reform this writer first announced
at an April 1975 press-conference in Bonn, West Germany,
the reports in question have been p repared and circulated in

the period beginning May of this year, during the Malvinas
crisis. The gist of the point stressed is that with over a quarter
trillion dollars of external indebtedness, the Ibero-American
nations have the collective means--despite Henry Kissinger

and Harriman protege General Vernon Walters-to force the

The private

kinds of general monetary reforms needed to prevent the

holders of "flight capital" have been given thirty days to

worst worldwide economic depression in modern history:

cause this repatriation, or else.
This means that the pri vate holdings of Mexican nation

back from a "post-industrial" cult-dogma, to a goods-pro

.••

als abroad may be drawn upon by the government of Mexico

ducing ordering of society.
Most of what this writer has proposed could be adduced

in aid of payment of Mexico's foreign debts. A Swiss creditor

from the writings ofLeibniz (beginning with the 1671 Society

erland, which the Swiss creditors of Mexico are instructed to

Dupin, the Careys and Friedrich List. Back to the so-called

could receive a draft against''flight-capital" assets in Switz

take in payment of Mexico's debts to Swiss institutions.
Since there is over $50 billion of such assets in various parts
of the world, Mexico can readily meet its external-debt ob
ligations by ordering flight-capital of this sort to be applied
against debt-service obligations.
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and Economy), or of Hamilton, Claude Chaptal, Charles A.
"mercantilist" policies of "protectionism" and credit-and

infrastructure-building policies, by which the Industrial Rev
olution was accomplished. Away from the self-discredited
lunacy of "free market economy," and the related, feudal
istic rentier-financier nonsense of neo-Malthusian world-fed-
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nated. No accruals against such contracts shall occur after

eralist pagan cults.
This is crucial.The forces behind neo-Malthusian "post

that date.

industrial" and "world-federalist" utopian schemes, behind

(b) The old debts are to be purchased with a new series

the "technetronic" insanity, are powerful rentier-financier

of gold-reserve-denominated bonds of the debtors.This will

family funds committed to the variety of Venetian-Genoese

reschedule the existing debt over a long-term period (in ag

Lombard doctrines against which European civilization has

gregate) with debt payments ordered by maturity dates of the

fought since the time of Charlemagne's effort to develop

portfolio of bonds issued to purchase old, terminated debt

modern civilization. These "families," including their jun

contracts.

ior branches around the Harriman, Morgan and Moore fam
ilies of New York City, are what the average citizen would
characterize as pro-feudalistic reactionaries, the enemies of

(c) These new bond series will bear interest rates be
tween two and four percent per annum.

(d) The new bond series will be discountable, under

the institutions of the sovereign nation-state republic and

specified conditions and terms, within the new monetary

industrial capitalism.

system and national-banking institutions of member-nations

It is not properly astonishing, if one knows the theosoph

of that new monetary system. They will be discountable for

ical, pagan-Isis cult beliefs widespread among such rentier

purposes of issuance of approved categories of medium-term

financier "families," that these "families" are the forces

and long-term credit for technology-vectored investments in

behind the synthetic "environmentalist" movements artifi

agriculture, industry and basic economic infrastructure in

cally created beginning 1969-1970, and also international

world-trade-related lending.

terrorism--Iargely with aid of offshoots of the''minorities"

(e) The member-nations will enact emergency anti-usury

sections of the Nazi Abwehr's Abteilung Zwei-the "syn

laws, bringing down interest rates domestically and in inter

archists." These are the forces behind the Buckley-allied

national lending simultaneously. A maximum prime rate of

fascist movement of Mexico, the PAN, and allied to the

5 percent shall be established for approved, prionty cate

political front-organization of the U.S. gangster Roy M.Cohn,

gories of lending.

the New York East Side Conservative Club.

(f) The "Keynesian multiplier" will be outlawed within

It is not surprising, therefore, that "left" and "neo-con

and among the banking-systems of member-nationns. Na

servatives" of the extreme''right" are so often shown to be

tional banking shall be uniformly established by emergency

marching toward common goals-such as "environmental

laws to this effect.Credit-issuance for lending at interest shall

ist" neo-Malthusianism--and share common puppet-mas

be restricted to regulated financial institutions.Credit will be

ters. This is the case in Mexico, where the fascist "right"

limited to (i) credit issued between purchasers and sellers of

and the most violence-prone "tribalist" and "leftist" forces

commodities, without interest-charges, (ii) loans and invest

have the same direction.

ments made against currency-and bullion-deposits of bank
ing institutions, and (iii) regulated lending of gold-reserve
denominated currency-note issues of governments, through

What must be done?
If any circle of powerful lunatics now attempts to either

national banks.

destabilize the government of President L6pez Portillo, or to

(g) Governments will issue adequate volumes of gold

impose upon Mexico the kind of conditionalities the IMF,

reserve-denominated currency-notes, to enable banks to is

World Bank, and Bank for International Settlements have

sue loans for approved categories of investments to perform

proposed, the automatic result of such "countermeasures"

ance-worthy borrowers-in agricul.tural development, in

will be an immediate collapse of the international financial

dustrial development, and development of basic economic

institutions. "Give up your monetarist delusions, ladies and

infrastructure.By "basic economic infrastructure" is meant

gentlemen! The day on which you could repeat successfully

mass-transportation of freight and persons, high energy-flux

1972 Azores or 1975 Rambouillet mone

density modes of energy production and distribution, large

the policies of the

tary conferences has passed.

scale fresh water management systems and related environ

"Either you ladies and gentlemen come to your senses,
and do now what I have proposed since my April

mental improvements, and municipal infrastructure neces

1975 Bonn

sary to economy and household life. The otherwise idled

press conference, or you are doomed to the general financial

goods, idled goods-producing capacity, and idled labor force

collapse your own stubbornly monetarist fanaticism has

must be put to work, chiefly in priority categories of invest

brought upon you-as well as the rest of us. "
I have detailed the situation and the measures to be taken
in a special report being delivered to the Toronto conference
of the International Monetary Fund.
The immediate measures to be taken are these.

ments in capital-intensive ventures, with strong preference
for modernized agriculture and capital goods production.

(h) Monetary gold will be priced at a fixed rate which is
a fair market price to miners of gold, taking into account the
amount of annual monetary-gold purchases required and the
degree of resort to marginal mining potentials this implies.

Comprehensive monetary reorganization.
(a) Effective a specified date, all outstanding debt-con

tablished as a clearing-bank for maintaining a system of fixed

tracts respecting the external debt of nations are to be termi-

parities of currencies, and for assisting in lending and re-

1.
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serve-transaction activities. Regional development banks with
analogous functions are to be encouraged.
0) Member-nations' governments must enact emergen
cy taxation and other legislation designed to eradicate capital
gains from appreciations in ground-rent valuations and usu

rious practices.

(k) A selected short list of major global infrastructural
projects must be adopted as the leading cooperative effort in
energy-production, fresh-water management, and transpor
tation development needed to provide the environment and
leading stimulus needed to general economic recovery.
We must mobilize around such measures of reform as if
we are mobilized to fight an interplanetary war, a war against
misery and economic depression. Back to the principles of
Leibniz, Hamilton andList!
2. To make such measures successful, the following emer-'

gency actions are requiredfrom the government of the United
States.

(a) Immediate restoration of a gold-reserve basis for the
$500 per ounce.
(b) Emergency legislation by the U.S. Congress, to

U.S. dollar, at not less than

transform the Federal Reserve system into the''Third Bank
of the United States."

(c) Emergency anti-usury legislation, forcing a simulta

neous lowering of interest rates on loans, deposits, mortgages, and money-market instruments.

(d)

.
.
Emergency tax legislation, wiping out capltal-gams

accumulations from ground rent and usury.

(e) Emergency anti-drug traffic legislation, making it a
major crime to traffic in "recreational substances," or to
conduit funds accumulated through traffic in such substances

either domestically or in foreign markets, or to engage in
conduiting "flight capital" from domestic or foreign''black

economy" operations.

(f) The authorization of an initial issuance of between

$400 and $500 billion in gold-reserve denominated U.S.
Treasury currency-notes. This is to replace all unconstitu

tional Federal Reserve printing of currency. It is to provide

loan participation, through the federalized Federal Reserve
system, to private banks for approved categories of medium

term to long-term lending in agricultural, industrial and bas
ic-infrastructural investments at prime rates not in excess of

4 percent.

(g) The authorization of $50 billion credit to the U.S.
Ex-1m Bank, for participation in approved categories of ex

port of U.S. capital-goods production and heavy-engineering

services, for approved categories of productive investments
and infrastructural development.

Such initiatives by the U.S.A. will set into motion the

kinds of reforms otherwise required.

These actions must occur immediately, otherwise a gen

eral collapse of the international monetary order cannot be
prevented. There is only one category of governmental or
financial official who will oppose such measures: dangerous

Mexican measures
at a glance
Banking and exchange controls as an nounced by the
President Sept. 1:

1. All private banks in Mexico nationalized. In
demnization to owners over 10 years.

2. Full syst e m of exchange controls . No private

dealings in dollars permitted.

3. Nationalization of the Banco de Mexico, the
bank, previously under part private ownership.

central

International

1. Call for an early meeting of U. S. and Mexican
out arrangements to encourage re

legislators to work

turn of flight capital to Mexico.

2. Call for a new chapter of international law to
protect all developing

nations from flight capital dev
New international economic relations must
include a "special recycling link" to this effect.

astation.

Priorities on who may use dollars, from Sept. 1
decree:

(

official
.

1) Obligations of federal government; 2) OblIga
tions of decentralized government agencies (Pemex,
Federal Electricity Commission, etc.; 3) Payments to
international organizations; 4) Obligations of credit in
stitutions ; 5-7) Payments for import of basic food and
priority categories of capital goods and other imports;
8) Rep aymen t of private sec tor debt; 9) Certain classes
of border transactions; 10) Royalties and repatriation
of profits by private firms; 11) Travel for business or
health reasons; and 12) Travel for tourism.

.
"

New Director of Banco de Mexico:

Carlos Pello Macias replaces

Miguel

Mancera

Aguayo. Pello, a nationalist economist, served as Min
i ster of Planning and Budget, 1976

to 1977, before

resigning in opposition to IMF interference in the
economy.
Exch ange rates, interest rates from package of meas
ures announced by Pello Sept. 4:

1. T wo- tiered fixed exchange rate for peso at 50 to
the dollar for preferential tran saction s ,

70 to the dollar

for others.

2. Reduction of interest rates for private sector
by 5 percent, with succeeding reductions of

borrowers

2 percent per week for four weeks.
3. Mortgage costs slashed 67 percent for lower
income housing, 33 percent for middle income housing.

4. Total elimination of dollar from internal credit
system over " medium term."

fools.
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Lopez Portillo nationalizes the banks:
'Mexico is ours. They will never loot us again'
The following are excerpts of the State of the Union addres.s
delivered by Mexican President Jose Lopez Portillo Sept. 1.

much more. . . .
I n addition, urban and rural real estate owned by Mexi
cans in the United States of America is estimated to have a

The world's productive capacity has been increasingly

value on the order of

$30 billion.

subjected to contraction and unemployment by an unjust and

Accounts in Mexican banks denominated in dollars but

obsolete financial system that claims those policies are the

originally funded mostly by pesos-tbey turned in pesos, not

only remedy to the growing crisis. . . .

dollars--are on the order of $12 billion. We call them

The lack of coherence between industrial progress, whose

Mexdollars. . . .

technology advances by ever more astonishing leaps, and a

In sum, we are nationalizing the banks because it is not

world financial structure that has responded to the technolog

acceptable for this instrument to dominate or condition oUr

ical challenge primarily by attempting to stop it, is increas

[national] purpose. . . . We have cut the evil out by the

ingly evident. The financial plague wreaks more and more

root. . . .

havoc around the globe.As during the medieval era, it plun
ders country after country.It is transmitted by rats, and in its

W e have broken the taboos. The Revolution i s freed of
fear and can accelerate its pace. . . .

wake lie unemployment, misery, industrial bankruptcy, and

Many decisions can now b e made. Those that w e have

speculative enrichment. The remedy of the witchdoctors is

already made will mean many, many problems, but none so

to deprive the patient of food and submit him to forced

grave as the speculation that certainly would have engulfed

rest. . . .

the country in a ruinous vortex. We are freeing ourselves

The prevailing levels o f interest rates, the highest i n civ

from the perverse cycle that regularly consumes our surplus

ilized history, apparently do not obey any logic derived from

es. The state will no .longer be corralled by pressure

the functioning of the markets, but rather the logic of delib

groups. . . .

erate policies of monetary restriction, whose anti-inflationary

I t would be advisable t o hold a meeting with legislators

purpose is belied by the inflationary effect of the high cost of

from the United States. For us this problem-dollars there,

money. . . .

real estate then�-is a much, much more serious problem

All o f these factors . . . placed our economy i n a n ex
tremely vulnerable situation.

export workers

But if this alone had been the problem-I repeat-if this
alone had been the problem, with effort we could have solved
it

given

the

country's

capabilities

than the drug traffic is for them.In addition, how can we not

without

if the capital that could give them jobs is up

there?
There is unfortunately little we can do regarding the de

suffering

posits of Mexicans in foreign banks. Of course, it would be

What we could not deal with was the loss of confidence

in real estate, expressed solidarity with their nation and came

in our peso, aggravated by those-inside and outside the

to terms with the Mexican banking system on some means of

deterioration.

country-who could manipulate expectations and cause what
they pronounced by the mere pronouncements themselves.
That is how delicate unity is. And that is how subjective the
fundamental cause of this crisis is.
Against this, the vigor of our economy simply could not
hold out.
To illustrate the problem, let us consider a few statistics.
I ask you to make note of these impressive numbers in
dollars. . . .

a beautiful gesture if they, as well as those who have invested

recycling into our economy the resources that are so neces
sary for Mexico.I know it is unlikely that they will unite with
us, and in that case we shall possibly have to resort to fiscal
measures, and in any case appeal to international reason.
And here I stress the urgency for many developing nations
in preventing their economies from becoming even more
crippled by flight capital.
One of the unavoidable decisions that the New World
Economic Order must take before the current system collaps

W e have data indicating that recent bank accounts of

es in an untimely and perhaps catastrophic manner, is the

Mexicans abroad exceed at least $14 billion. Some say it is

formation of a system of compensation so those nations that
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are victims of flight capital can have access to some form of

money out of the country than all the empires that have

credit originating in those [looted] resources, through a spe

exploited us since the beginning of our history. . .. They

cial recycling mechanism.
I understand that in a world dominated by the doctrine of

constitute a minority whose collective actions caused damage
to national secunty and therefore to everyone... .

free trade, it would be difficult to fulfill such an idea.But it

The fundamental question is determined by the difference

is necessary that the experts in world finance propose and

between an economy increasingly dominated by absentee

resolve this matter.

ism, by speculation, and rentier finance, versus an economy

We would like to discuss this with representatives of the

vigorously oriented toward production and employment.

financial system of the United States, and, I emphasize, to

Speculation and rentierism translate into a multiplication

convince the generous American people that in the solution

of the wealth of a few without producing anything, and is

to our respective problems we are not trying to harm the

necessarily derived by the simple plundering of those who

American taxpayer but rather to make accessible to Mexico

produce. And over the long run it inevitably leads to ruin.

the credit represented by extensive Mexican resources that

In effect, our country, given its total shortcomings and

have left our country in a way that creates economic and trade

its social dynamic, cannot afford to allow the development

problems on both sides of the border... .

of speculative activities. Our nation has the imperative of

This is not the time for apocalyptic denunciations; but it

dedicating all its resources to production. With production

is the time to calion my people to remain calmly alert against

there are always unavoidable limiting factors at any given

all forms of aggression and foreign meddling, no matter how

moment, such as availability of financing and funds. The

subtle. . . .

narrower those constraints become, such as now, the more

The decisions taken are a vital expression of our Revo

necessary it becomes to stop speculation. Mexico cannot

lution and its will for change. Let no one see in them any

permit financial speculation to dominate its economy without

influences of political extremism.Internal and external cir

betraying the very essence of the system established by the

cumstances have once again led the state to seek inspiration

constitution: democracy as the constant economic, social,

and strength in the genius of the Constitution to progress

and cultural betterment of the people.

along the road of the national Revolution.The Mexican state

We must organize to save our productive capacity and

has never expropriated for the sake of expropriating, but

provide it with the financial resources to move forward.We

rather for the public good.What we now do liberates the free

must stop the injustice of this perverse process of flight cap

initiative and the free productive impulse of Mexicans from

ital, devaluation, inflation, which hurts us all....These,are

free-trade and the straightjacket imposed by a parasitic

our critical priorities.

system. ...
As a result, we can conservatively affirm that within the

In response to these priorities, I have expedited two de
crees: one that nationalizes the country's private banks, and

past two or three years, at least $22 billion have left the

another that establishes general exchange controls.. . . It is

Mexican economy; and an unregistered private debt-to liq

now or never.They have looted us; Mexico is not dead.They

uidate mortgages, pay maintenance and taxes--of around

will never loot us again.

$17 billion more has been generated, adding to the country's
foreign debt.These figures, when added to the $12 billion in
Mexdollars-in other words, a total of $54 billion-are the

diary, but a tool that has more than sufficiently proved its

equivalent of half of all the deposits in the Mexican banking
system at this moment, or about two-thirds of the entire
recorded public and private debt of the country.I can add at

The government is thus not only eliminating an interme
lack of solidarity with the interests of the nation and its
productive capacity. Mexico's private banks have pushed
national interests to one side and have encouraged, promot

ed, and even automated speculation and capital flight.. ..

the same time, quite dramatically, that in the past two years

To those who have been unpatriotic, we give you one

Mexican rentiers have made more investments in the United

month, September, the moath of the fatherland [Mexican

States than all of the foreign investment in Mexico in all of

independence], to think about and resolve your loyalties.

history.The book value of this foreign investment in Mexico

After that it is we who will act.

is approximately $11 billion, 70 percent from the United
States. The net income to our country in 1981 from foreign
investment was $1.7 billion. A ridiculous sum in light of
what flowed out of here. ...
Betting against the peso became the best of deals .. .not

Let joy and excitement in the battle reign in every Mexi
can home.
With our institutions, with our intelligence, with our vo
lition, with our emotion, and with our enthusiasm, we shall
continue jubilantly building our Mexico.We have not failed.

only licit but even prestigious....We had to put an end to

It is they who abused their freedom.We have shut down the

the abuse, despite all the political risks that this implied:

capital flight.

rumor campaigns, the terrorism of disinformation, slanders
from within and without.. ..
It has been a certain group of Mexicans ...counseled
and supported by the private banks, that has taken more
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Mexico has lived.
Mexico lives.
Mexico shall live.
Viva Mexico!
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